A study of the residual stress distribution and texture evolution in stationary shoulder friction stir welded (SSFSW) AA7050 plate through non-destructive energy-resolved neutron imaging (NI), monochromatic neutron diffraction (ND) and destructive contour method (CM) is described in this paper. The presence of Bragg edges in the neutron transmission spectra are shown to be effective in determining the longitudinal residual stress and compare well with results obtained by ND and CM. The texture in the weld zone and base metal has been mapped by contrast in the narrow-energy transmission image combined with an analysis of the Bragg edges in the transmission spectra at each pixel showing agreement with the results obtained by electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) mapping. The ND results were complicated by plastic anisotropy effects in the rolled plate which meant that different reference stress-free lattice spacings were required at each point in the 3 principal directions for this material. NI and CM were unaffected by texture effects in determining residual stress.
Introduction
Stationary shoulder friction stir welding (SSFSW) is a relatively new variant of friction stir welding (FSW). It differs from conventional FSW in that the shoulder is distinct form the pin and does not rotate. This confers a more uniform through thickness thermal field and potentially, superior welds [1] . Previous studies have found that the use of SSFSW for joining aluminium alloys leads to a better surface finish and more uniform through-thickness properties. This includes a smaller nugget grain size and higher hardness, as compared to FSW [2] [3] [4] [5] . Furthermore, a narrower thermal field is possible due to a lower and more localised heat input [6] . Although there have been numerous studies demonstrating the potential of the SSFSW process, there have been few studies [4] looking at the residual stress distribution which is an important factor when determining the service life of welded structural component [7] .
Neutron diffraction (ND) is now a well-accepted tool for the non-destructive evaluation of residual stress in much thicker section components than can be accessed by laboratory X-ray diffraction [8] . With this technique, residual strains are measured by tracking the difference in the lattice spacing between the specimen and a stress-free reference. Numerous neutron diffraction studies of residual stress development in FSW plate have been reported often validated by complementary techniques. Prime et al. [9] investigated the residual stress in AA2024-AA7050 thick dissimilar weld by both ND and the contour method (CM) and results were in agreement in the weld region, but conflicted in the base metal (BM). Recently, an alternative technique was developed which determines residual strain by detecting the neutrons that pass straight through the sample to give a transmission spectra [10, 11] .
Compared to the conventional neutron diffraction technique, which measures strain components in a three dimensional gauge volume, typically 1mm 3 or larger, neutron transmission imaging (NI) allows mapping strains in two (in-plane) dimensions with a lateral spatial resolution of better than 100 μm [12] . One advantage is that with an area detector it is possible to image the strain distribution in a given area at one time rather than having to scan a gauge volume through the sample [13] . The limitation of NI is that it can only measure the strain component parallel to the incident neutron beam and because there is no discrimination along the neutron path length, it represents a through-thickness average strain [11] . Provided the weld coupon is long enough [14] for the stress to be little affected by relaxation towards the entry and exit surfaces this consideration may not be an issue because the longitudinal stress does not vary significantly along the steady state region of the weld length [15] .
Tremsin et al. [16] characterised the microstructural features and internal residual strain in dissimilar metal welds by NI, and demonstrated the potential for elemental composition assessment within the weld, besides residual strain reconstruction. Tremsin et al. [17] also investigated the strain distribution of different components under load and proposed the potential application of in-situ NI.
As described by Withers et al. [18] , the determination of a stress-free lattice spacing (d 0 ) is mandatory in diffraction-based weld residual stress measurements because the initial state of the workpiece heavily influences the stress-free lattice parameter, especially for aluminium alloys. Barrett et al. [19] demonstrated that for heat-treatable aluminium alloys d 0 is extremely sensitive to the change in the solute content, for example 1 at. % increase of Mg in solution can lead to around 3.75 10 -3 Å (equivalent to a strain of 927 10 -6 ) change in the lattice spacing of the aluminum matrix while 1 at. % increase in Zn could result in the decrease of lattice spacing by 6.6 10-4 Å (or 165 10 -6 ). In the case of aluminium alloy FSW joints, the solute content is closely related to the precipitate evolution which is chiefly governed by the thermal process [20] . Dumont et al. [21] studied the volume fraction of precipitates in the AA7449 FSW plate and found that for the T79 temper, there was a gradual decrease in the HAZ due to the coarsening and/or dissolution of precipitates. Furthermore, they found that in the weld nugget (WN) nearly all the precipitates have dissolved into the matrix due to the high temperatures generated during welding and that these re-precipitate during subsequent natural ageing. Since the precipitate volume fraction varies with the position across the weld, the variation in d 0 needs to be measured across the weld. The most common means of doing this is to create a stress-free (comb) sample cut from a an identical weld for which the dimensions are too fine to maintain significant residual stress [18] . While such samples may retain some intergranular stress, this intergranular stress is also present in the uncut weld and will be canceled out when calculating the change in lattice spacing leaving only the macro-stress related strain [22] .
In the current work, we investigate the reliability of NI for residual stress mapping in SSFSW through a comparison with measurements made by ND and CM. One of the advantages of NI is that it also provides a measure of the texture changes across the weld and so this is compared with electron back scattered diffraction (EBSD) texture measurements. 
Neutron diffraction
Three perpendicular strains along the longitudinal (LD), transverse (TD) and normal (ND) directions across the weld at the mid-length (see Fig.1 (a)) were determined by neutron diffraction at FRM II, using the neutron diffractometer STRESS-SPEC [23] . A monochromatic neutron beam with the wavelength of 1.69 Å from Si (400) was selected for the strain scanning, which means the Al (311) Bragg reflection occurs at a scattering angle of 2 giving an essentially cuboidal gauge volume. The Al (311) peak position was chosen because it is weakly affected by intergranular stress and shows good linearity of strain under uniaxial loading even beyond the yield stress [8] . Gauge volumes were 2(LD) 
Where d is the Al (311) lattice spacing of the weld plate, θ is the diffraction angle of the weld sample and is the diffraction angle of stress free comb sample. Residual stress σ is then calculated using the triaxial form of Hooke's Law:
Where i= x, y, z correspond to TD, ND and LD, and = 70.2 GPa, = 0.35 are the Al (311) specific elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio [8] , is the strain in three perpendicular directions determined by the previous equation. 
Neutron imaging
Energy-resolved neutron transmission imaging was performed at the Noboru pulsed beamline facility at the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex [24] . The weld samples were placed in the direct neutron beam in front of a neutron counting detector as shown in Fig. 2 (d) [25] , which measured the time (relative to the source trigger) and position of each registered neutron. The distance between the detector and the spallation neutron source was 14.25 m and active area of the detector is 28x28 mm 2 . The energy of each neutron was reconstructed from its time of flight, as described in detail in references [12, 16, 17] . Recent development of this detection technology allows simultaneous detection of >250000 transmission spectra, each with 55x55 µm 2 pixels. At the same time, a broad range of neutron wavelengths (0.1-8 Å) was measured simultaneously, with several thousands of narrow-energy images saved per each data set [13, 16, 17] . Two pairs of samples (the weld and its stress-free counterpart)
were measured simultaneously, with the integration time 2-3 hours per sample set. The weld was 80 mm in length and the stress-free specimen had a length of 50 mm, both sectioned from the original weld at the steady-state region (more than 60 mm away from the weld start/end). A schematic of the stress-free specimen is shown in Fig. 1 (c) .The longitudinal residual stress in the stress-free specimen was released by several parallel cuts with the spacing of 5 mm and each cut was through the whole thickness across the weld leaving 5mm remnant at one side to assist the specimen positioning during the measurement. All 
Contour method
Residual stress measurement using the contour method was carried out as a destructive method for direct comparison with the non-destructive neutron techniques. In this study, contour method was only used on the TD-ND cross section to determine the longitudinal residual stress ( ). An EDM cut was performed with the sample in a fixture to constrain sample movement during cutting and operated from the advancing side (AS) to the retreating side (RS) before the making of comb sample on the alternative weld plate as described in the previous section. Further details regarding the contour method measurement protocol and measurement practice are available elsewhere [4] .
Microstructure characterisation
Texture evolution was characterised on the TD-ND cross-section at mid-length by EBSD.
The specimen was prepared following the standard metallographic procedures and then lightly electro-polished in 20% perchloric acid in ethanol (-15 ºC, 20V) to produce a strain free surface. Orientation maps were collected with Aztec acquisition software. Large areas maps of ~11.5 6.3 mm in the weld centre and 0.6 6.3 mm in the BM, with a 3 m step size were generated. These maps were used to obtain the texture data and provide comparative macro-view of the weld zone and base material. directions. The longitudinal residual stress shows a characteristic 'M' shaped profile, which is comparable to previous studies on the FSW of 7xxx series aluminium alloy [14, 26] and the development of this profile feature has been discussed by Richards et .al. [27] and Sun et al. [4] . Additionally, it has been proposed by Sun et al. [4] on the basis of neutron diffraction measurements that in the SSFSW residual stress is mainly determined by the travel speed and less strongly influenced by the rotation rate. The asymmetrical residual stress distribution is caused by the asymmetry of the welding process. For the LD residual stress, there is a higher peak residual stress on the advancing side (AS) compared with retreating side (RS). Wade 9 and Reynolds [28] attributed this to the higher peak temperature on the AS due to the greater level of thermomechanical effect and strain rate. 
Results

Residual stress distributions measured by neutron diffraction
Residual stress distribution measured by neutron imaging
Representative transmission spectra are shown in Fig. 4 . The sharp steps in transmission, known as Bragg edges, arising from neutrons removed from the transmitted beam by Bragg diffraction in polycrystalline materials, are used to determine the crystal lattice parameter [17] . The strain resolution of the strain map is mainly influenced by the width of the neutron pulse, which is ~50 μs here and corresponds to a strain of 3000x10 -6 . This can be improved up to ~100 x10 -6 by fitting the spectra using the function shown below [12] .
where is the wavelength of the Bragg edge, , τ, and are the width, asymmetry, offset and height of the edge, respectively. Due to the apparently higher transmission edge intensity, data fitting would be focused on the data set of {111} edge and the fit values of parameters , τ, and for the {111} edge were 0.00471, 0.00807, 0.3597 and 0.33656, respectively. The edge position λ of defined by least squares fitting and converted into lattice spacing with the relationship:
Lattice spacing were determined in both stress-free sample ( ) and the weld plate ( ) and local (x, y) was then applied to determine the stress at the same (x, y) position in the weld plate with the Al (111) specific elastic modulus, = 73.4 [8] . The longitudinal residual stress maps obtained by NI in Fig. 5(a) show large tensile stresses in the weld centre and the tensile zone shrinks somewhat from the top to the bottom surface due to the shape of the heat source. For the higher travel speed, the tensile region is reduced in the size but increased in magnitude. These findings are in excellent agreement with the residual stress maps in Fig. 5(b) determined by the contour method and demonstrate the great potential of neutron imaging for the residual stress determination in the weldments with high resolution. 
Discussion
Changes in the unstrained lattice parameter
In the case of a heat-treatable aluminum welded plate, there is a significant variation in the thermal history experienced across the weld zone, which results in an evolution of composition and microstructure change across the weld. This gives rise to a significant variation in do across the (x, y) cross section. In the present study, stress-free samples from an additional weld made with the same welding parameters were employed to determine d 0 (x, y). Since the position the teeth are slightly different from the stress measurement positions, the raw data was fitted and interpolated over all (x, y). The variations of d 0 in all three principal directions are shown in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that d 0 varies significantly from the base material (BM) to the weld nugget (WN) for all three directions, with a maximum value near the weld centre and a sharp decrease in HAZ. While the 3 directions are in excellent agreement in the WN, the d0 in the BM differs dramatically in the three principal directions which equates to a 'stress free strain' of ~1650 10 -6 (which if unaccounted for would appear to represent a stress of around 120 MPa). This is probably because of anisotropic intergranular strains (plastic anisotropy between the hkl peaks) resulting from the rolling route during the production of the plate. These are evident in the base material but absent in the weld nugget due to the random-distributed recrystallized grains. Pang et al. [29] investigated the intergranular strains in the rolled AA7050 plate and proposed that the compressive intergranular strain determined from Al (311) peak is asymmetrical along three principal directions and the largest amount of deformation was found along RD (TD) while minimum along LD. This agrees with our observation that the d 0 is significantly higher in the LD followed by the ND and the LD as shown in Fig. 6 . Additionally, Ganguly et al. [22] found that the difference in the lattice spacing obtained from the refinement of individual peaks of the diffraction spectra can be omitted by the refinement of the entire diffraction spectra. This demonstrates the necessity of measuring d 0 in all three directions for deformed plate. results from the thermomechanical work that leads to a greater evolution of precipitate distribution than that found by isothermal ageing at low temperature [33] . 
Comparison of the longitudinal residual stress distribution measured by the various techniques
It is generally good practice to compare stress measurements made by different techniques, especially if one is a destructive mechanical method (CM) and one is non-destructive (ND).
The longitudinal residual stress distributions measured at the mid-thickness by neutron diffraction and the contour method are shown in Fig. 8 and it can be seen that residual stress distributions measured by the three techniques are well matched including the width of tensile stress zone and the higher peak stress value on the AS. The neutron measurements are generally around 40MPa higher in magnitude. This may in part be due to low level plasticity when the EDM wire cuts through the high stresses and partly because of the accumulation of errors in the ND measurements arising from combining strains in 3 directions to calculate the longitudinal stress. However considering the uncertainty in the two measurements (8-20 MPa for neutron diffraction and 15-30 MPa for the contour method [34] ) the difference between two methods is acceptable, cross-validating both methods for comparison with the NI method.
It has been proposed by Peel et al. [35] that travel speed is the dominant factor in controlling the residual stress distribution in FSW. As a result the peak longitudinal residual stresses are plotted as a function of travel speed determined by the three techniques to assess the behaviour of neutron imaging at low and high stress level as shown in Fig. 9 . It can be seen that NI shows good agreement with the contour method and a higher residual stress level was 14 found in the weld with higher travel speed. The difference between the contour method and neutron imaging is less than 30 MPa at both high and low stress level, which suggests that neutron imaging is reliable over a relatively wide residual stress measurement range.
Compared with the conventional neutron diffraction technique, neutron imaging shows advantages in both sample preparation and experimental set up. First, the stress-free sample is simpler to produce since it needs only several parallel cuts to relieve the longitudinal stress as shown in Fig. 1(c) and does not need the precise machining needed in the ND-TD plane for an ND comb sample. Second, during the experiment less time is required for the strain determination since all the positions within the target area are measured in one run, which is more convenient for the case of specimen with complicated geometry. Finally, besides residual stress information, it can be used to investigate the texture evolution at the same time as described in the subsequent section.
Though NI has several benefits, there are still some issues that may limit its application. It is assumed that the strain component along the neutron path within the part is invariant as the measured strain is the averaged value over the whole length [16] . This is a significant limitation because it means the technique is only appropriate for samples with a 2D (extruded) stress field. Furthermore, the sample thickness (neutron path length) needs to be sufficient [14] for the fact that the stress falls to zero at the entrance and exit surfaces not to significant the overall average over the transmitted path. For complex 3D stress fields the technique will not be suitable. Finally, the spatial resolution of this technique is determined by the resolution of the detector -this is currently an advantage because the spatial resolution of state of the art Bragg imaging detectors (~100m) is better than conventional neutron diffraction gauge volumes (typically 0.25-2mm) [12] . 
Determination of texture evolution by neutron imaging
A representative white-beam transmission image (image integrated over the entire beam spectrum) of the SSFSW weld is shown in Fig. 10 . The extent of the beam diffracted out of the transmission image is a function of the texture, leading to the contrast variations in the transmission image [36] . It is apparent that there is a continuous dark band at mid-thickness of the plate in the BM which indicates the as-supplied plate has a non-uniform texture through the thickness and arises from the rolling of the plate during manufacture. It can be seen that the profile of weld nugget is also visible and its size is comparable with the macrostructure obtained by optical microscope. This is because grains within the WN are randomly orientated and so by contrast with the plate does not show any strong textural preference.
To verify the assumption that the features in the transmission image arise from the texture variation, the texture of the BM and weld nugget were characterised by EBSD as shown in Fig. 11 . It is clear that in the BM there is a significant texture that varies through-thickness due to the severe plastic deformation introduced by the rolling process. A strong texture band was found at the mid-thickness, which matches the features found in the transmission image.
Moreover, as indicated by Fig. 11(c) , along the LD (111) is the preferred orientation at the mid-thickness. This is consistent with the information extracted from the neutron transmission spectra in Fig. 4 . The NI edge is more evident for the (111) plane indicating the (111) plane is the preferred orientation along the direction parallel to the incident beam because there is a sudden change in signal when the (111) planes oriented with the LD can no longer diffract. Towards the WN, features can be discerned near the weld centre in the transmission image that corresponds to changes in texture recorded by EBSD in Fig. 11(b) .
First, the weld nugget determined by NI and EBSD are consistent in the shape and size.
Secondly, the horizontal bands within the weld nugget associated with the material flow induced by the rotating pin is also visible in the EBSD map, and appear more clearly close to the advancing side. Finally, it can be seen from the EBSD map that the TMAZ layer is more distinctive on the advancing side due to the asymmetrical material flow behavior in broad agreement with the sharp boundary contrast and more abrupt transition between weld nugget and HAZ.
While the NT does not give a simple quantitative measure of the texture, it does provide a qualitative indication of textural changes and is more convenient when mapping texture changes over large distances compared to EBSD which would require 440 EBSD maps for 55 hours to cover the complete weld region. 
Conclusions
In the present study, the residual stress distribution in the SSFSW AA7050 plate was investigated by multiple approaches both destructive and non-destructive, namely contour method, neutron diffraction and neutron imaging. Several conclusions based on the results can be summarized as:
(1) The longitudinal residual stress distributions obtained from all three techniques show good agreement within the uncertainty limits. A high tensile residual stress field (~170MPa) was found in the WN, being slightly greater on the AS.
(2) Even though the 311 peak was chosen because of its insensitivity to plastic anisotropy.
when a single diffraction peak is used to determine the residual stress in the textured material such as the rolled plate studied here, the d 0 should be measured and mapped in all three principal directions. This is because the intergranular strain generated during the manufacturing process can lead to a non-uniform variation in the 'stressfree' lattice spacing, where the difference in d 0 if unaccounted for could otherwise introduce a strain error of up to 1650 10 -6 which is equivalent to around 120 MPa. The ability to map the residual stress over the entire area exposed to the detector at high spatial resolution (55 m) in one acquisition makes it more competitive when steep gradients in stress are being mapped as here.
(5) The texture variation can be inferred from the neutron transmission contrast enabling a larger region than is feasible by EBSD to be examined. 
